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Neural Tuning to Low-Level Features of Speech throughout the Perisylvian Cortex
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Despite a large body of research, we continue to lack a detailed account of how auditory processing of continuous speech unfolds in the human brain. Previous research showed the propagation of low-level acoustic features of speech from posterior superior temporal gyrus toward anterior superior temporal gyrus in the human brain (Hulsett et al., 2016). In this study, we investigate what happens to these neural representations past the superior temporal gyrus and how they engage higher-level language processing areas such as inferior frontal gyrus. We used low-level sound features to model neural responses to speech outside of the primary auditory cortex. Two complementary imaging techniques were used with human participants (both males and females): electrocorticography (ECoG) and fMRI. Both imaging techniques showed tuning of the perisylvian cortex to low-level speech features. With ECoG, we found evidence of propagation of the temporal features of speech sounds along the ventral pathway of language processing in the brain toward inferior frontal gyrus. Increasingly coarse temporal features of speech spreading from posterior superior temporal gyrus toward inferior frontal gyrus were associated with linguistic features such as voice onset time, duration of the formant transitions, and phoneme, syllable, and word boundaries. The present findings provide the groundwork for a comprehensive bottom-up account of speech comprehension in the human brain.
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Significance Statement

We know that, during natural speech comprehension, a broad network of perisylvian cortical regions is involved in sound and language processing. Here, we investigated the tuning to low-level sound features within these regions using neural responses to a short feature film. We also looked at whether the tuning organization along these brain regions showed any parallel to the hierarchy of language structures in continuous speech. Our results show that low-level speech features propagate throughout the perisylvian cortex and potentially contribute to the emergence of “coarse” speech representations in inferior frontal gyrus typically associated with high-level language processing. These findings add to the previous work on auditory processing and underline a distinctive role of inferior frontal gyrus in natural speech comprehension.

Introduction

Speech is a specific kind of complex sound and, similarly to complex object processing in vision (e.g., face processing), a substantial amount of research has focused on the neural tuning to low-level properties of this type of sensory input. Comparing tones revealed that primary auditory cortex and immediately adjacent superior temporal gyrus (STG) are organized tonotopically (Wessinger et al., 1997; Bilecen et al., 1998; Formisano et al., 2003) and modulated by various spectral and temporal properties of sound (Giraud et al., 2000; Joris et al., 2004; Altmann et al., 2010; Leaver and Rauschecker, 2010).

There is also a large body of literature that describes speech in the context of language theory. These studies relate different higher-level language features from phonemes to phrase units to the neural responses to speech throughout the cortex (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Hagoort and Indefrey, 2014; Ding et al., 2016). Altogether, these studies outline a network of key language processing regions: STG, anterior temporal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and middle temporal, precentral, and angular gyri (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Friederici, 2012; Hagoort, 2013). However, establishing a connection between low-level auditory...
features and higher-level language structures in continuous speech remains a challenging task.

In the present study, we focus on the neural tuning to acoustic features of speech along the perisylvian cortex. We believe that understanding the anatomical and temporal characteristics of the neural tuning to the low-level features of naturalistic speech will provide the groundwork for a bottom-up account of speech perception. Hopefully, a comprehensive bottom-up account of speech perception can be further integrated into existing theoretical frameworks of language processing in the brain (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Friederici, 2012; Hagoort, 2013), altogether providing an extensive model of neural processing of speech.

Here, we used continuous naturalistic stimuli, which were segments from a feature film ("Pippi Longstocking," 1969), to investigate the neural tuning to speech and compare it with the neural tuning to another type of complex sound: music. We used linear regression to model how neural responses are elicited by low-level sound features. The neural responses to the movie were obtained using electrocorticography (ECoG). Subsequently, we obtained and processed analogous fMRI data to assess the reproducibility of ECoG findings with a more commonly accessible technique and at higher spatial sampling.

Our results suggest a propagation of temporal features of the speech audio signal extending beyond the auditory network into the IFG during speech comprehension. The temporal features passed along the pathway were associated with distinct linguistic markers (from subphonemic features to syllable and word boundaries). The present evidence suggests that, as in the visual domain, increasingly complex stimulus features are processed in downstream areas, pinpointing the similarity in neural coding across perceptual modalities.

Materials and Methods

Movie stimulus and audio processing

A series of 30 s video fragments from a feature film ("Pippi Longstocking," 1969) were concatenated into a coherent storyline. Fragments containing conversations between people were alternated with fragments containing music (no speech) while the visual story proceeded. The resulting movie lasted 6.5 min. Speech was dubbed because the original language was Swedish. There were two repeating music fragments; therefore, one of them was omitted from all the analyses. Therefore, six music and six speech 30 s fragments were analyzed.

The NSL toolbox (Chi et al., 2005) was used to extract low-level spectrotemporal features from the audio signal. The computational model by Chi et al. (2005) is biologically inspired and implements two stages of sound processing: the cochlea stage, during which the audio spectrogram is computed at logarithmically spaced central frequencies in the range 180–7000 Hz, and the early cortical stage, during which a nonlinear spectrotemporal representation of sound is obtained by filtering the spectrogram with various modulation filters.

The soundtrack of the short movie was down-sampled to 16 kHz and a sound spectrogram was obtained at 8 ms frames for 128 logarithmically spaced frequency bins in the range of 180–7000 Hz (Fig. 1A). Next, a nonlinear modulation-based feature representation of the sound was obtained by filtering the spectrogram at every audio frequency bin and time point with a bank of 2D Gabor filters varying in spatial frequency and orientation. The output was a 4D set of low-level audio features: spectral modulations (SMs) × temporal modulations (TMs) × frequency bin × time point. The nonlinear features were obtained along the dimensions of SMs over the range of 0.2–16 cycles per octave (cyc/oct) in linear steps of 0.2 cyc/oct, and TMs over the range of 0.2–16 Hz in linear steps of 0.2 Hz. The resulting feature set was of size 81 × 162 × 128 × 3750 per each 30 s fragment. The features along the dimension of TMs accounted for upward and downward sweeps in the spectrogram and therefore contained twice as many features.

To quantify the difference in the spectrotemporal features between speech and music fragments, within each 30 s fragment, the feature set was averaged along the frequency bins. A 1 s-long vector per each combination of SM and TM features was obtained for speech and music separately by averaging the SM–TM features over all seconds of all sound-specific fragments. For each combination of SM and TM features, the music and speech 1 s-long vectors were compared with a two-tailed t test. The p-values were set at 0.001, Bonferroni corrected for the number of SM–TM features (81 × 162 in total). Throughout the manuscript, we report the p-value threshold before its correction for multiple comparisons. Therefore, the actual p-value threshold is smaller than the reported one. In case of the Bonferroni correction, the actual p-value threshold is the reported threshold over the number of comparisons.

For the visualization (Fig. 1B,C), within each fragment, the original size feature set (81 × 162 × 128 × 3750) was averaged along the frequency bins and time points. Then, the SM–TM features were averaged across sound-specific fragments to obtain a single averaged SM–TM feature set for speech and music separately.

Experimental design and statistical analysis

ECoG experiment

ECoG setup and movie-watching experiment. Fifteen patients (age 28 ± 12, nine females) with medication-resistant epilepsy underwent subdural electrode implantation to determine the source of seizures and test the possibility of surgical removal of the corresponding brain tissue. All patients gave written informed consent to participate in accompanying ECoG and fMRI recordings and gave permission to use their data for scientific research. The study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the Utrecht University Medical Center in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (2013).

All patients were implanted with clinical electrode grids (2.3 mm exposed diameter, interelectrode distance 10 mm, between 64 and 120 contact points), one patient had a high-density grid (1.3 mm exposed diameter, interelectrode distance 3 mm). Thirteen patients were implanted with left hemispheric grids. Most had left hemisphere as language dominant (based on fMRI or Wada test). All patients had perisylvian grid coverage and most had electrodes in frontal and motor cortices. The total brain coverage is shown in Figure 2. Patient-specific information about the grid hemisphere, number of electrodes, and cortices covered is summarized in Table 1.

In the movie-watching experiment, each patient was asked to attend to the short movie made of fragments from “Pippi Longstocking”. The video was delivered on a computer screen (21 inches in diagonal). The stereo sound was delivered through speakers with the volume level adjusted for each patient.

During the experiment, ECoG data were acquired with a 128 channel recording system (Micromed) at a sampling rate of 512 Hz filtered at 0.15–134.4 Hz. The movie was presented using Presentation software (Version 18.0, Neurobehavioral Systems) and sound was synchronized with the ECoG recordings. ECoG data processing. All electrodes with noisy or flat signal (visual inspection) were excluded from further analyses. After applying a notch filter for line noise (50 and 100 Hz), common average rereferencing was applied separately for clinical and high-density grids. Data were transformed to the frequency domain using Gabor wavelet decomposition at 1–120 Hz in 1 Hz bins with decreasing window length (4 wavelength full-width at half maximum, FHWH). Finally, high-frequency band (HFB) amplitude was obtained by averaging amplitudes for the 60–120 Hz bins and the resulting time series per electrode were down-sampled to 125 Hz.

Electrode locations were coregistered to the anatomical MRI in native space using computer tomography scans (Hermes et al., 2010) and FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). The Desikan–Killiany atlas (Desikan et al., 2006) was used for anatomical labeling of electrodes (closest cortical structure in the radius of 5 mm). All electrode positions were projected to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, University College London).

Neural tuning to low-level sound features in ECoG

Feature space. To model ECoG HFB responses, features describing SMs, TMs, and time lag were used. To reduce the computational load, reduced spectrotemporal feature sets were obtained. The reduced feature set in-
avoid large matrix inversions in the feature space as follows:

\[ \mathbf{y} = \mathbf{X}^\top \mathbf{K} + \mathbf{L} \mathbf{e}, \]

(1)

where \( \mathbf{e} \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2) \).

An \( L^2 \) penalized least-squares loss function was analytically minimized to estimate the regression coefficients (\( \beta_x \)) and the kernel trick was used to avoid large matrix inversions in the feature space as follows:

\[ \beta_x = \mathbf{X}^\top (\mathbf{K} + \lambda_x \mathbf{L})^{-1} \mathbf{y}, \]

(2)

where \( \mathbf{X} \) and \( \mathbf{y} \) is an estimation set with \( n \) data cases and matrix \( \mathbf{K} \) is the Gram matrix as follows:

\[ A \text{ and van Gerven}, \]

\[ \text{Positive and negative sign representations along the TM axis capture the direction of energy sweeps in the spectrogram (up and down). The extracted SM–TM features were averaged over time features were extracted for every time point and every frequency bin. TMs were obtained at 0.25–16 Hz, in linear steps of 0.2 Hz. SMs were obtained at 0.25–16 cyc/oct in linear steps of 0.2 cyc/oct.} \]

\[ \text{The features were extracted using the NSL toolbox by convolving the spectrogram with a bank of 2D Gabor filters at different spatial frequencies and orientations. The SM–TM features were extracted for every time point and every frequency bin. TMs were obtained at 0.25–16 Hz, in linear steps of 0.2 Hz. SMs were obtained at 0.25–16 cyc/oct in linear steps of 0.2 cyc/oct. Positive and negative sign representations along the TM axis capture the direction of energy sweeps in the spectrogram (up and down). The extracted SM–TM features were averaged over time points within block and across blocks.} \]

\[ \text{Berezutskaya et al. • Neural Tuning to Low-Level Features of Speech} \]

\[ \text{K} = \mathbf{XX}^\top \]

(3)

A nested cross-validation was used to estimate the complexity parameter that controls the amount of regularization (\( \lambda_x \)) (Güçlü and van Gerven, 2014). First, a grid of the effective degrees of freedom of the model fit was specified. Then, Newton’s method was used to solve the effective degrees of freedom for \( \lambda_x \). Finally, the \( \lambda_x \) that resulted in the lowest nested cross-validation error was taken as the final estimate.

**Model evaluation.** A fivefold cross-validation was used to validate the model performance. The validation procedure was used to tackle overfitting; that is, to obtain results generalizable to novel audio data. The model was trained using data from music and speech fragments combined. We tested the model on predicting neural responses to music and speech separately. Each of the sound-specific 30 s fragments was partitioned into five 6 s chunks. When testing the model on speech data, one chunk was selected per speech fragment to make up a test set. In each cross-validation fold, different chunks were selected per fragment so that no data points were shared in test datasets across five folds. The first second of each chunk used as a test set was discarded because the preceding lag information during the chunk’s first 500 ms was not part of the test set. The five truncated chunks were concatenated and constituted the test set. The remaining data from both speech and music fragments were used for training. The data immediately following the chunk used in the test set (up to 1 s) were also excluded from the training set because the lag information for these data was used in the test set. Therefore, no data points were shared between train and test datasets in one cross-validation fold. The procedure was identical when selecting test data from music fragments to test the model on music data.
Model performance was measured as the Spearman correlation between predicted and observed neural responses in the held-out test set. The correlation values were averaged across five cross-validation folds and were transformed to $t$ values for determining significance (Kendall and Stuart, 1973). The correlation values reported here were significant at $p < 0.001$, Bonferroni corrected for the number of electrodes.

Retraining the encoding model with varying amounts of training data. We retrained the encoding model using smaller training datasets: 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of all available training data. The model was retrained to predict the neural responses to speech. The results for all 1283 electrodes are shown in Figure 3B. The results of the model comparison suggested leveling out of the mean prediction accuracy over electrodes tuned to speech starting at 60% of training data toward using 100% of training data. Altogether, this indicates that the amount of training data in this study was sufficient for robust assessment of the speech encoding model.

Distinct tuning profiles across cortical sites in ECoG. Clustering of regression coefficients. The learned regression coefficients were selected for the electrodes with significant model performance (130 electrodes for speech and 47 electrodes for music). Per electrode, the regression coefficients were $z$-scored over the features. To improve display of results the regression coefficients were also $z$-scored over the selected electrodes; however, comparable clustering results were obtained without $z$-scoring over the electrodes.

Affinity propagation clustering (Frey and Dueck, 2007) was applied to the regression coefficients across the electrodes to obtain clusters of electrodes with similar feature tuning profiles. The 3D regression coefficient matrices ($\text{SMs} \times \text{TM}s \times \text{time lags}$) were vectorized. Euclidean distance was used as a measure of similarity between resulting regression coefficient vectors. The 3D regression coefficient matrices were transformed to a vector: $[1, \ldots, 1]_m$. Tukey’s honest significance difference criterion was used to correct for multiple comparisons. Mean prediction accuracy was significantly lower when using 10% training data compared with all other models ($p = 2.07 \times 10^{-8}$ for all comparisons). Mean prediction accuracy for models using 60%, 80%, and 100% of training data did not differ significantly: $p = 0.63$ (60% vs 80%), $p = 0.21$ (60% vs 80%), and $p = 0.98$ (80% vs 100%). The details are summarized in Figure 3B. The results of the model comparison suggested leveling out of the mean prediction accuracy over electrodes tuned to speech starting at 60% of training data toward using 100% of training data. Altogether, this indicates that the amount of training data in this study was sufficient for robust assessment of the speech encoding model.

Anterior–posterior gradient of model prediction accuracy. A one-way ANOVA test was used to determine the effect of the anatomical label of the electrode on the model prediction accuracy in speech. Five cortical regions along the IFG–STG axis were chosen: IFG pars triangularis and pars opercularis, precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, and STG. Temporal pole and pars orbitalis of IFG were not included because each only comprised one electrode with significant model performance. Each of the five chosen cortical regions comprised five or more electrodes. Across patients, 102 electrodes were included in the analysis. Given that the $F$ statistic was significant at $p = 0.02$, the least significant difference test was applied to establish which cortical regions had significantly different mean prediction accuracy.

In addition, a linear regression was fit to model the prediction accuracy in speech per electrode ($r_e$) based on the electrode’s anatomical label (Eq. 4). The five previously considered anatomical labels were replaced by integer values (from 1 to 5; $l_e$) based on the distance of the label from STG; therefore, for the electrodes in STG, $l_e = 1$, whereas for the electrodes in pars opercularis, $l_e = 5$, as follows: $r_e = \beta_0 l_e + \epsilon_e$.

An $F$ statistic comparing the model fit using the five anatomical labels against the constant model was computed.

Distinct tuning profiles across cortical sites in ECoG. Clustering of regression coefficients. The learned regression coefficients were selected for the electrodes with significant model performance (130 electrodes for speech and 47 electrodes for music). Per electrode, the regression coefficients were $z$-scored over the features. To improve display of results the regression coefficients were also $z$-scored over the selected electrodes; however, comparable clustering results were obtained without $z$-scoring over the electrodes.

Affinity propagation clustering (Frey and Dueck, 2007) was applied to the regression coefficients across the electrodes to obtain clusters of electrodes with similar feature tuning profiles. The 3D regression coefficient matrices ($\text{SMs} \times \text{TM}s \times \text{time lags}$) were vectorized. Euclidean distance was used as a measure of similarity between resulting regression coefficient vectors. The grouping criterion, or similarity preference parameter ($p$), was set to one of the default estimates (Frey and Dueck, 2007) as follows:

$$p = \frac{5}{m} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} D_{ij}^2}{\min_{i,j} D_{ij}}$$

where $D$ is the Euclidian distance matrix for the regression coefficient vectors and $m$ is the number of electrodes. These parameters produced better visualizations; however, various parameter settings were also tried. Affinity propagation clustering determined the optimal number of clusters automatically based on the similarity preference parameter ($p$).
For subsequent analyses the three feature dimensions (SM, TM, and time lag) were separated and averaged across electrodes within each cluster. To obtain tuning profiles for each dimension, regression coefficients along the other two dimensions were averaged. Significance of the resulting tuning profiles was assessed by permutation testing. The procedure was performed on the regression coefficients averaged over all cluster members. The electrode-to-cluster assignments were permuted 10,000 times, resulting in a null distribution of tuning profiles for each feature along each feature dimension: 17 for SMs, 17 for TMs, and 63 for time lags. The original cluster tuning profiles were then evaluated in each feature relative to those null distributions, yielding exact statistical $p$-values. The cluster mean regression coefficients reported here were significant at $p < 0.01$, Bonferroni corrected for the number of features along each feature dimension.

Stepwise linear regression to relate tuning profiles to prediction accuracy

A stepwise linear regression as implemented in MATLAB 2016a (The MathWorks) was used to model prediction accuracy as a function of time lag, TM, and SM tuning. The regression was fit on 130 electrodes with significant model performance in speech. For each electrode maximal regression coefficients for time lag, TMs and SMs were calculated and used as predictors of the electrode’s model prediction accuracy ($r_e$). The full interaction model was specified where apart from the individual predictors (lag, TMs, and SMs), products of all their combinations were added to the regression as follows:

$$ r_e = \beta_i^{(0)} + \sum_{j=1}^{3} \beta_i^{(j)} w_i^{(j)} + \sum_{i=1}^{3} \sum_{j=3}^{3} \beta_i^{(ij)} w_i^{(j)} w_i^{(j)} + \beta_i^{(123)} \prod_{j=1}^{3} w_i^{(j)} + e_e $$

(6)

where $\beta_i^{(0)}$ is the bias term and $w_i^{(j)}$ is the electrode’s maximal regression coefficient for each of the features ($j$): time lag, TMs, and SMs.

Based on the analysis of the residuals, the algorithm determined which predictors contributed significantly to the model performance. An $F$ statistic comparing the model fit using significant predictors against the constant model was computed. The estimated regression coefficients for the significant predictors are reported.

Retraining the encoding model with reduced lag representations

To further quantify the effects of time lag on the model performance and electrode-to-cluster assignment (six clusters in speech), the model was retrained using reduced lag representations and tested to predict neural responses to speech. In the first case, the model was retrained without using any lag information; in the second case, the model was retrained to predict the neural responses to speech only using sound features at a lag of $\pm 500$ ms. The resulting prediction accuracy produced by varying input lag information (Lag0, Lag0, and Lag500) were compared using a two-way ANOVA test with unbalanced design (due to varying number of electrodes per cluster). The two main factors in the test were the time lag (Lag0, Lag0, 0, or Lag500) and the cluster assignment (six speech clusters). The interaction between the main factors was also estimated. Given that the $F$ statistic was significant at $p < 0.01$, the least significant difference test was applied to establish which models had significantly different mean prediction accuracy per cluster.

In addition, for each cluster, a one-way ANOVA test was performed to quantify the difference in the SM and TM tuning learned in all three cases. For Lag0, the regression coefficients were averaged over time lags. For each test, cluster average tuning profiles were used. Only electrodes with significant model performance in speech (130 electrodes) were considered.

Relation to language features

Annotative of the movie sound track with linguistic markers was done manually using Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2016 (http://www.praat.org/)). Five linguistic features were considered: voice onset time, formant transitions, and phoneme, syllable, and word boundaries. For each linguistic feature, we calculated the duration of each instance ($d_i$) measured in milliseconds and converted it to the rate value ($r_{d_i}$) in Hertz. The rate ($r_{d_i}$) was obtained by dividing 1000 over the duration ($d_i$).

FMRI experiment

FMRI subjects and setup. Eleven patients watched the same short movie during the presurgical FMRI recordings. The video was delivered on a screen through a scanner mirror and the audio was delivered through earphones.

Functional images were acquired on a Philips Achieva 3T MRI scanner using 3D-PRESTO (Neggers et al., 2008 (TR/TE = 22.5/33.2, time per...
volume 608 ms, FA = 10°, 40 slices, FOV = 224 × 256 × 160 mm, voxel size 4 mm). Anatomical T1 images were acquired using TR/TE 8.4/3.2 ms, FA = 8°, 175 = slices, FOV = 228 × 228 × 175, voxel size of 1 × 1 × 2 mm.

FMRI data preprocessing. The functional data were corrected for motion artifacts and coregistered with the anatomical scan using SPM8 (Welcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, University College London). Four patients were discarded because they moved >4 mm in at least one of the directions. The data were despiked using ArtRepair (Mazaki et al., 2009) at 10% variance, detrended, and high-pass filtered at 0.009 Hz using m’Tools (http://gru.stanford.edu/doku.php/mr/Tools/download).

Only voxels in gray matter voxels were analyzed. No smoothing was applied before encoding or clustering analyses.

FMRI encoding model and clustering of regression coefficients. The 4D SM–TM feature set used in ECoG was adjusted to accommodate analysis with the lower sampling rate of FMRI (to 4 samples/s). Time lag was not included. Based on the previous findings (Santoro et al., 2014), the reduced frequency dimension was added to the feature set, resulting in 17 × 17 × 4 (SMs × TMs × frequency) features per time point. Each feature was convolved with the classical hemodynamic response function (spm_hrf) using default settings. For each patient, six motion regressors were added to the feature set. The model-fitting procedures were identical to the model fit on the ECoG neural responses. The split into training and test set was done in the same way except that no time lag information was used and therefore no truncation of chunks in sound-specific fragments was applied. No data points were shared between the train and test datasets in one cross-validation fold. No data were shared in the test datasets across the five cross-validation folds. Individual prediction accuracy was thresholded at \( p < 0.05 \), false discovery rate (FDR) corrected. For the display purposes, the individual prediction accuracy maps were smoothed at FHWH = 10 mm.

Voxels with similar tuning profiles were clustered using affinity propagation (Frey and Dueck, 2007) separately for speech and music. Various clustering parameters were used. Significance of the cluster-specific tuning profiles was assessed by permutation testing. The voxel-to-cluster assignments were permuted 10,000 times, resulting in a null distribution of tuning profiles for each feature along each feature dimension. The original cluster-tuning profiles were then evaluated in each feature relative to those null distributions, yielding exact statistical \( p \)-values. The cluster tuning profiles reported here were significant at \( p < 0.01 \), Bonferroni corrected. The brain maps with clustering results were created only for the purpose of visualization and no explicit group-based statistical analysis was performed. The histograms in Figure 7 show that the cluster map was not biased by one patient and included voxels from at least a half of all patients. To project the individual results on the standard MNI template, the individual maps (e.g., maps of clustering of regression coefficients) were normalized using the DARTEL toolbox (Ashburner, 2007) and an aggregated mask over patients was created in MNI space. For display purposes, the cluster maps were smoothed at FHWH = 10 mm.

Agreement between ECoG and FMRI speech encoding results. To estimate the voxels corresponding to each ECoG electrode, a sphere was defined in individual FMRI prediction accuracy maps using a 10 mm radius around each electrode’s center coordinate. Voxels within that sphere (only gray matter) were associated with the corresponding electrode. No voxel was associated with more than one electrode. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between prediction accuracy in ECoG electrodes and corresponding FMRI voxels. The voxel with maximal correlation was determined per sphere. We used prediction accuracy values, uncorrected for significance, because we assumed that low prediction accuracy in both FMRI voxels and ECoG electrodes was indicative of a consistency of the results. Significance was assessed by permuting the prediction accuracy in ECoG and therefore disrupting the spatial association between ECoG electrodes and FMRI voxels. The permutations were conducted 10,000 times per each electrode–voxel pair and a null distribution of the Pearson correlation coefficients was obtained. The statistical \( p \)-values of the original Pearson correlation coefficients were determined and Bonferroni corrected for the number of electrodes per patient.

In addition, the correspondence between ECoG-based and FMRI-based feature tuning profiles, or regression coefficients, was quantified. Per patient, we correlated regression coefficients between electrodes with significant model performance and corresponding FMRI spheres using the Pearson correlation coefficient. The voxel with maximal correlation was determined per sphere. Significance was assessed by permuting the regression coefficients in ECoG 10,000 times and obtaining a null distribution of the Pearson correlation coefficients. The statistical \( p \)-values of the original Pearson correlation coefficients were determined and Bonferroni corrected for the number of electrodes per patient. Per patient, the Pearson correlation coefficients, significant at \( p < 0.001 \), Bonferroni corrected, were averaged over all the electrodes of the corresponding patient that were used in the analysis. The averaged Pearson correlation coefficient was weighted by the percentage of electrodes, shown to be significant in this analysis per patient.

The agreement between ECoG and FMRI encoding results was quantified for both speech and music; however, only speech results showed significant agreement.

Results

Segments from the feature film “Pippi Longstocking” were edited together to make a 6.5 min video with a coherent plot. The video was accompanied by a soundtrack that contained contrasting fragments of speech and music of 30 s each. This naturalistic stimulus was used in both ECoG and fMRI experiments of the present study. During both experiments, the participants were asked to attend to the short movie. The linear model using low-level sound features was trained on ECoG and fMRI data separately. Due to its high spatial sampling, fMRI results were used as complementary evidence of the cortical topography of model performance and feature tuning observed in ECoG.

We first explored the low-level acoustic properties of the soundtrack of the movie. The NSL toolbox (Chi et al., 2005) was used to obtain spectrottemporal modulations (SMs and TMs) of the sound based on the audio spectrogram (Fig. 1A). These modulations can intuitively be interpreted as representations of sound at different resolutions along the spectral and temporal dimensions. Finer modulations capture the sound at a higher resolution and thus reflect finer changes along the spectral and temporal dimensions. Coarser modulations capture the sound at a lower resolution and reflect smoothed energy distributions along both dimensions.

In the soundtrack of the movie used in the present study, low-level spectrottemporal features differed between speech and music fragments, as assessed with two-tail \( t \) tests run for each SM–TM feature \( (p < 0.001, \text{Bonferroni corrected}) \). Speech exhibited a larger spread along the TM dimension \((2–8 \text{ Hz})\) than music \((<2 \text{ Hz})\). Conversely, music exhibited a larger spread over the SM dimension \((1–16 \text{ cyc/\text{oct} at TMs <2 \text{ Hz}}\) compared with speech \((<4 \text{ cyc/\text{oct}}\) (Fig. 1B,C).

Neural tuning to low-level features of speech and music in ECoG: encoding model performance

Fifteen patients watched the movie in an ECoG experiment. Previous studies have shown that the HFB amplitude closely correlates with neuronal firing rates and with fMRI blood-oxygenation-level-dependent response (Lachaux et al., 2007; Hermes et al., 2012). Here, we extracted the 60–120 Hz amplitude from the signal. A linear kernel ridge regression model was applied to predict neural responses from the sets of SMs \((0.03–8 \text{ cyc/\text{oct}}\) and TMs \((0.25–64 \text{ Hz})\). To account for time differences between neural responses and sound onset, the analysis included time lags between 0 and −500 ms, which constituted a third feature dimension. Per electrode, the model was trained on
speech and music data combined and was tested to predict HFB responses to speech and music separately. All individual accuracy scores were thresholded at $p < 0.001$, Bonferroni corrected. The model predicted the neural responses evoked by speech in 10% of all electrodes ($\text{Fig. 4} A$). The neural responses evoked by music could be predicted in 3% of all electrodes ($\text{Fig. 4} B$). The accuracy scores varied considerably depending on the cortical region but, on average, across patients, the maximal accuracy score ($r_{\text{max}}$) reached 0.39 ± 0.08 when predicting neural responses to speech and 0.18 ± 0.05 when predicting neural responses to music. In general, modeling neural responses to speech and music produced high prediction accuracy for nonoverlapping sets of electrodes. Examples of observed and predicted neural responses are shown in $\text{Figure 4C}$ for speech and in $\text{Figure 4D}$ for music.

Low-level speech encoding: a posterior–anterior prediction accuracy gradient

In the case of speech, we observed a posterior–anterior prediction accuracy gradient along the perisylvian cortex: prediction accuracy values were highest in posterior STG and declined as the location of the electrode moved toward IFG ($\text{Fig. 4A}$). The effect was significant as tested with a one-way ANOVA comparing anatomical electrode location to prediction accuracy ($F(4) = 3.25$, $p = 0.02$). Locations were confined to five cortical regions covering the anterior–posterior axis along the perisylvian cortex: IFG pars triangularis and pars opercularis, precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, and STG. Electrodes in STG exhibited higher accuracy compared with electrodes in pars opercularis and pars triangularis: $p = 5 \times 10^{-3}$ and $p = 0.01$, respectively, based on least significant difference test. The ANOVA test showed a difference in model performance between the cortical regions. To quantify the effect of the posterior–anterior direction of the difference in model performance, we assigned numerical labels to the 5 cortical regions based on the ranked distance from STG (1–5) and fit a linear trend on the prediction accuracy along the five regions. The model fit was significant compared with the constant model: $\beta_{\text{label}} = 0.02$, $F_{(100)} = 12.9$, $p = 5.1 \times 10^{-4}$ and $\beta_{\text{intercept}} = 0.16$ ($p = 3.5 \times 10^{-8}$).
Distinct tuning profiles across cortical sites in ECoG

Next, we explored whether different cortical sites, where responses were well predicted by the model, exhibited distinct feature tuning profiles. Examples of feature tuning profiles are shown in Figure 4E for speech and in Figure 4F for music. We aimed at uncovering brain sites with similar feature tuning in an unsupervised fashion to avoid superimposing any assumptions about the topography of the tuning profiles. Therefore, an affinity propagation clustering (Frey and Dueck, 2007) analysis was performed on the regression coefficients and z-scored over the electrodes. The electrodes with similar regression coefficients were clustered together as having a similar feature tuning profile. The clustering analyses were performed separately for speech and music because modeling neural responses to speech and music resulted in different sets of electrodes. Permutation testing was used to assess the ranges over the three feature dimensions (TMs, SMs, and time lags) to which the clusters were significantly tuned.

Neural tuning to temporal and spectral characteristics of speech

In the case of speech, the affinity propagation clustering returned six clusters (clusters 1–6), each of which contained electrodes from about half of all patients. Altogether, these clusters contained 81% (105 electrodes) of all electrodes used in the clustering analysis (130 electrodes). Of the remaining clusters, seven clusters only comprised electrodes from one patient, and two clusters comprised electrodes from three patients (altogether, 25 electrodes).

Across six speech clusters, most variance was concentrated along the dimensions of TMs and time lags (Fig. 5). Electodes in cluster 2 exhibited tuning to fast TMs (11–45 Hz) within a 150 ms window after the sound onset. Conversely, electrodes in cluster 6 were tuned to slow TMs (0.7–4 Hz) within a 315–500 ms window after the sound onset. Clusters 1–6 did not exhibit distinct SM tuning, but showed some preference to coarse SMs (<1 cyc/oct).
From the anatomical point of view, clusters 1–3 comprised electrodes primarily in posterior STG, whereas clusters 4–6 comprised electrodes in IFG and anterior STG. Clusters 2–5 comprised a small number of electrodes in supramarginal gyrus.

With respect to the negative regression coefficients (Fig. 5), some electrodes showed negative tuning to certain features before any z-scoring procedures. We believe that the negative tuning indicates a decrease in the HFB amplitude of an electrode relative to its mean HFB amplitude as a response to the stimulus (estimated by the bias term).

In addition, we looked at the average tuning profiles per anatomical region along the perisylvian cortex rather than the clusters. The tuning plots per anatomical region corresponded to the ones recovered with the clustering (Fig. 5), but exhibited more variance in tuning along each feature dimension. Moreover, averaging the regression coefficients over the whole STG did not result in any specific tuning, whereas using the clustering approach allowed us to uncover a number of functional subdivisions along STG (clusters 1–5).

No hemisphere-specific tuning profile was found across the patients. In general, the electrodes located similarly across the hemispheres were assigned to the same cluster.

Noticeably, clusters 2–3 and clusters 4–5 showed similar cortical topography with varying tuning profiles. These local variations could be due to the anatomical variability among the patients. Overall, the change in tuning to TMs and time lags followed a global trend: from tuning to shorter lags and faster TMs in posterior STG toward tuning to larger lags and slower TMs in IFG and anterior STG. The change in tuning to TMs and time lags mapped on the posterior-anterior prediction accuracy gradient as estimated with a stepwise linear regression: $\beta_{\text{lag}} = 1.33 \times 10^{-4}$, $\beta_{\text{TM}} = 9.67 \times 10^{-4}, F_{1(27)} = 13.3, p = 5.92 \times 10^{-6}$.

We further explored the effect of time lag on the model performance across different clusters by retraining the model with reduced lag feature sets and comparing the model performances. In addition to using audio features at all lags from 0 to −500 ms (Lag0−500), we retrained the model using no input lag information (Lag0) or using only audio features at a lag of −500 ms (Lag500). Interaction between lag information and assignment to clusters 1–6 was tested using a two-way ANOVA with unbalanced design: $F_{1(10)} = 10.32, p = 6.06 \times 10^{-15}$ (Fig. 6). Prediction accuracy in cluster 1 was higher for Lag0 and Lag0−500 compared with Lag500: $p = 4.64 \times 10^{-7}$ and $p = 5.32 \times 10^{-6}$, respectively. Prediction accuracy in cluster 6 was higher for Lag500 and Lag0−500 compared with Lag0: $p = 1.7 \times 10^{-3}$ and $p = 3.7 \times 10^{-3}$, respectively. In the case of Lag0, more electrodes were modeled in clusters 1–3 compared with Lag500; the opposite was observed for clusters 4–6. Despite the lag difference, in all cases, the encoding model learned the same tuning to SMs and TMs in all clusters as quantified with multiple one-way ANOVA tests on cluster mean regression coefficients, separately for TMs and SMs (TMs: $0.1 \leq F_{(2)} \leq 0.52$, SMs: $0.77 \leq F_{(2)} \leq 4.27$, both at $p > 0.01$).

Link between low-level TMs of speech and rates of language features
To obtain a more intuitive interpretation of the TM tuning results, we compared the TM tuning profiles of the different clusters with the temporal rates of well-known language features. We estimated the temporal rates (see Materials Methods) for a number of critical language features from the acoustic data (Fig. 7A). We considered the rates of three features that represent important building blocks of language: phonemes, syllables, and words.

We also considered two features at the scale smaller than a phoneme: voice onset time and formant transitions. These two features are crucial for the categorization of a large number of phonemes and are therefore central to speech comprehension (Liberman et al., 1967; Ganong, 1980; Mesgarani et al., 2014). Voice onset time is a characteristic of plosive consonants and represents the amount of time between the release and the voice onset of the subsequent vowel. Based on this feature, voiced plosives, which are associated with shorter voice onset time, can be distinguished from voiceless plosives, which are associated with longer voice onset time. Formant transitions are characteristics of vowels and are indicative of the place of articulation, and thus the category, of the neighboring phonemes. For all of these features, we calculated their temporal rates to determine whether there might be a relationship between the language features and low-level TM tuning in the observed ECoG responses.

On average, the language markers of phoneme and syllable boundaries showed moderate correspondence to TM tuning of cluster 2 and cluster 4, respectively (Fig. 7B). Subphonemic features such as voice onset time and formant transitions changed at a temporal rate similar to the TM tuning of clusters 1 and 2 (Fig. 7B). The TM tuning profile of cluster 6 seemed to overlap to some extent with the temporal rate of word boundaries. However, it appeared that our naturalistic speech stimuli contained a lot of monosyllabic words and the temporal rate of word boundaries was similar to the temporal rate of syllable boundaries. Cluster 6 showed tuning to potentially slower TMs than the rate of individual word transitions.

Neural tuning to temporal and spectral characteristics of music
Analogous affinity propagation clustering of regression coefficients was performed for music encoding. Two clusters with opposite tuning profiles were revealed (Fig. 8). Distinct SM and TM temporal profiles were uncovered; however, no specific time lag
tuning was found. Cluster 3 included electrodes without specific tuning to any of the low-level features (Fig. 8). No hemisphere-specific tuning profile was found across the patients. The reported three clusters comprised 100% of all electrodes used in the clustering analysis in music (47 electrodes).

We tested to what extent the apparent difference in model performance between speech and music could be attributed to our choice in the range of low-level spectrotemporal features. Given that music exhibited a larger spread over the dimension of SMs, the model was retrained to predict neural responses to music on another set of SM features spanning from 0.5 to 32 cyc/oct keeping the TMs fixed (0.25–64 Hz). The resulting prediction accuracy scores did not differ significantly from the prediction accuracy scores obtained with the previously used set of features based on one-tailed t test: t = 0.74, p = 0.46. Therefore, the limited range of SMs (0.03–8 cyc/oct) chosen for the encoding analyses did not explain why neural encoding of music was less prominent than that of speech.

Complementary findings with fMRI

Seven of the 15 patients whose ECoG results are described above watched the same movie in the MRI scanner. Analogous analyses were performed on the obtained fMRI data. A linear kernel ridge regression model was trained to predict voxel responses from SMs, TMs, and audio frequency. Time lag was not included due to the slow temporal resolution of fMRI. Across patients, responses in STG were modeled best. On average across patients, the maximal accuracy ($r_{\text{max}}$) reached 0.54 ± 0.1 for speech encoding, and $r_{\text{max}} = 0.48 ± 0.08$ for music encoding (all at p < 0.05, FDR corrected). Distinct feature tuning profiles were estimated using affinity propagation clustering. The clustering was performed separately for speech and music, but in both cases, two clusters were revealed. Cluster 1 comprised voxels throughout STG tuned to a broad range of TMs (3–45 Hz), coarse SMs (<0.25 cyc/oct), and high frequencies (>3 kHz) (Fig. 9B). Cluster 2 comprised voxels in the prefrontal, parietal, and latero-occipital cortices and did not exhibit distinct tuning profiles along any of the dimensions.

Finally, the anatomic similarity between ECoG and fMRI speech encoding results was quantified. For each individual ECoG electrode, a corresponding sphere of voxels was defined within a radius of 10 mm around the electrode center coordinate. Five of seven subjects showed significant correlation between prediction accuracy in ECoG electrodes and corresponding fMRI spheres: $r_{(1)} = 0.35$ ($p = 4 \times 10^{-3}$), $r_{(3)} = 0.44$ ($p = 5 \times 10^{-4}$), $r_{(5)} = 0.35$ ($p = 0.02$), $r_{(6)} = 0.53$ ($p = 3 \times 10^{-4}$), and $r_{(7)} = 0.36$ ($p = 5 \times 10^{-3}$). Figure 9A shows the overlap in model performance when using ECoG and fMRI data for one representative patient. The most similarity in prediction accuracy between ECoG and fMRI results was observed along STG.

In addition, we assessed the similarity of feature tuning profiles in ECoG electrodes and corresponding fMRI spheres. We first considered speech encoding results. The SM–TM tuning profiles uncovered with ECoG and fMRI were correlated (Fig. 9C,D). In six of seven patients ECoG-based and fMRI-based feature tuning profiles were significantly correlated (Fig. 9D): mean $r_{(1)} = 0.57$ (100% of electrodes), mean $r_{(3)} = 0.56$ (80% of electrodes), mean $r_{(4)} = 0.16$ (40% of electrodes), mean $r_{(5)} = 0.23$ (50% of electrodes), mean $r_{(6)} = 0.41$ (60% of electrodes), and mean $r_{(7)} = 0.38$ (80% of electrodes). Figure 9C shows some examples of similarity of tuning profiles in ECoG electrodes and corresponding fMRI spheres. The overall contour of the feature tuning profile was reproduced in the fMRI results; however, the gradient of the TM tuning across the perisylvian cortex was not.
observed in the fMRI data. The latter is likely due to low temporal resolution of fMRI combined with the use of continuous, naturalistic speech stimuli. The most similarity in feature tuning profiles between ECoG and fMRI results was observed along STG. Analogous analyses were performed on the results of music encoding; however, for music, less than half of patients showed agreement between ECoG and fMRI.

Discussion

Our results show that a linear model using low-level sound features can predict the neural responses to naturalistic speech in the perisylvian regions. This result was observed with both ECoG and fMRI. Exploiting the fine-grained temporal resolution of ECoG, we also found a gradient of tuning to the temporal characteristics of speech spreading from posterior STG to IFG. Moreover, IFG was tuned to coarse acoustic features of speech sounds at a temporal rate close to or slower than the rate of word transitions.

Information propagation in speech perception: ventral pathway from posterior STG to IFG

Low-level feature tuning along the perisylvian cortex was observed in ECoG and reproduced using fMRI. Therefore, we confirmed that sparse spatial coverage of ECoG did not bias the encoding results. The present fMRI results were obtained using continuous naturalistic stimuli and resembled the tuning patterns reported previously with more controlled stimuli (Norman-Haignere et al., 2015). In ECoG, the neural responses in posterior STG were modeled better compared with the more anterior associative cortices such as IFG. The prediction accuracy dropped gradually as the electrode location moved anteriorly and away from the posterior STG. Regional differences in the prediction accuracy were associated with tuning to different time lags, with STG being tuned to features at short time lags (<150 ms) after the sound onset and IFG being tuned to longer time lags (up to 500 ms).

Multiple electrophysiological studies have reported a temporal evolution of the activation from posterior STG to IFG during sentence comprehension (Halgren et al., 2002; Brennan and Pylykänen, 2012; Kubanek et al., 2013). A recent study reported propagation of acoustic features of speech along the STG (Hullett et al., 2016). The evidence presented here is consistent with these findings. However, it also shows that speech-specific low-level auditory features propagate from early sensory areas to distal associative cortex as far as the IFG. Evidence for propagation of low-level sensory features in the brain has been reported previously for both visual and auditory modalities (Fontolan et al., 2014; Bastos et al., 2015). In visual perception, information is transferred from early visual processing areas toward the inferior temporal cortex, where high-level object representations (such as object categories) arise (Khaligh-Razavi and Kriegeskorte, 2014; Güçlü and van Gerven, 2015). An analogous representational gradient from early processing areas (posterior STG) toward higher-level cortex (IFG) has been reported for auditory perception using neural responses to musical pieces containing lyrics (Güçlü et al., 2016). Our results suggest that a similar form of signal transfer might take place in speech perception.

The present findings are connected to the research on language comprehension along the perisylvian cortex through a dual-stream theory of language processing (Rauschecker, 1998; Hickok and Poeppel, 2004). In particular, these findings are consistent with the view that there is a ventral pathway of language processing in the brain (Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Hickok and Poeppel, 2004; Saur et al., 2008). Along this pathway, the information is passed from posterior STG to anterior STG and IFG. The ventral stream is thought to accommodate transition of sound to meaning.
Tuning to low-level features of speech along the perisylvian cortex: temporal encoding gradient

It has so far been challenging to uncover how exactly the sound-to-meaning mapping is implemented in the brain. Here, we investigated which specific features in the auditory input were most relevant for modeling the neural responses in different brain areas along the perisylvian cortex. In an effort to interpret the tuning preferences in different cortical regions, we explored how the low-level TMs mapped onto the temporal rates of various language units.

Multiple previous studies have shown a relationship between the neural responses in posterior STG and the spectrotemporal features of sound (Schönwiesner and Zatorre, 2009; Pasley et al., 2012; Martin et al., 2014; Santoro et al., 2014; Hullett et al., 2016). Here, with both ECoG and fMRI, we found that the cortical sites along the pathway from posterior STG to IFG showed tuning to coarse SMs (<1 cyc/oct). Coarse SMs represent a spread of energy over a broad range of frequencies (Elliott and Theunissen, 2009). Using behavioral experiments (Drullman, 1995; Fu and Shannon, 2000; Elliott and Theunissen, 2009), it was shown that coarse SMs (<1 cyc/Hz) are crucial for speech intelligibility. In our audio data, speech also exhibited more energy along the dimension of TMs compared with SMs.
where the energy concentrated in the range of 0.25–4 cyc/oct (Fig. 1B). Notably, in the case of modeling neural responses to music, we observed tuning to both fine and coarse SMs. TMs capture the dynamics in the audio signal. The energy along a specific frequency range can decline rapidly over time, and thus occur at a fast temporal rate, or last for longer periods of time, and thus occur at a slower temporal rate (Chi et al., 2005). The encoding of the temporal organization of speech in the ECoG responses showed distinct profiles along the ventral pathway. The TM tuning profiles in STG were consistent with the previous findings (Hullett et al., 2016). At the same time, the present results extend more posteriorly (posterior STG: TMs > 10 Hz) and more anteriorly toward IFG. We show that IFG is tuned to even slower TMs compared with anterior STG (0.5–4 Hz). Based on perceptual experiments, a number of previous studies have linked speech intelligibility to TMs in the range of 0.25–30 Hz (Drullman et al., 1994; Arai et al., 1999; Elliott and Theunissen, 2009). Specifically, various subphonemic features such as formant transitions and voice onset time have been linked to TMs in the 30–50 Hz range (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012), phoneme identification has been linked to TMs of >16 Hz (Drullman et al., 1994), and syllable identification has been linked to TMs at 4 Hz (Houtgast and Steeneken, 1985; Arai et al., 1999). Neural tracking of sentence-specific (1 Hz) and syllable-specific (4 Hz) TMs have been shown using highly controlled synthesized speech stimuli (Ding and Simon, 2012). Here, we show that a correspondence between the stimulus TMs and neuronal response preferences can also be observed during naturalistic speech comprehension. Tuning to the TMs of voice onset time, formant transitions, and phoneme, syllable, and word boundaries varied in an orderly fashion along the pathway from posterior STG to IFG.

Role of IFG in continuous speech comprehension

The present results conform to the previously denoted roles of STG and IFG in language processing. Posterior STG is tuned to fast TMs (>10 Hz) and short time lags (<150 ms), which allows efficient processing of fine changes in the auditory input and accommodates phonological processing and phoneme identification (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2000; Formisano et al., 2008; Chang et al., 2010). As the information about the input signal passes through the ventral stream of language processing, it becomes represented at coarser temporal rates and the sound representation exhibits longer time lags. Eventually, IFG processes the incoming speech signal at a 300–500 ms delay compared with the sound onset. Here, the signal is spread spectrally over >1 octave and temporally over 250–1000 ms. A comparison of the TM tuning of IFG to the temporal rate of individual word transitions (Fig. 7B) suggests that this region may be capturing speech-related information integrated over several words. A subregion of IFG that exhibited tuning to coarse features of speech was also engaged in a different language task (verb generation, same patients). Given that the same neuronal populations appear to be involved in both maintaining coarse representations of the incoming speech and a verb generation task, it becomes more challenging to agree on one specific function of IFG. One influential theory, which attempts to integrate over multiple findings regarding the function of IFG, is the memory, unification, and control theory (Hagoort, 2005, 2013). According to this theory, IFG accommodates the general process of unification or the combining of the building blocks of language information into larger structures (Hagoort, 2013). With respect to the present results, during speech perception, IFG appears to be involved in the integration of incoming speech information over windows of 500 ms and the maintenance of a more “abstract,” integrated representation of the input that arises in neuronal populations of IFG 300–500 ms after the sound onset.

Limitations and future directions

The present work has a number of limitations. For instance, the results obtained using ECoG data should be interpreted with care because ECoG is an invasive method that only registers neural responses from the cortical surface and not from deep and folded brain regions.

We studied the neural responses to speech using fragments of a feature film. This experimental setup allowed us to obtain neural responses to speech in naturalistic circumstances without introducing experimental artifacts and explore the data using bottom-up approaches. In the case of fMRI, we recovered the general contour of the low-level feature tuning shown in related work (Schönwiesener and Zatorre, 2009; Santoro et al., 2014; Norman-Haignere et al., 2015). However, using continuous naturalistic stimuli and a task-free experimental paradigm did not allow us to uncover the fine-grained tuning profiles in STG reported in these studies. In addition, the adopted paradigm made it unclear to what extent the observed pattern of neural responses was explained by attention shifts, multisensory integration, and other top-down processes such as the McGurk effect, which represents interaction between visual and auditory speech modalities (McGurk and MacDonald, 1976). It is conceivable that our use of a dubbed soundtrack affected the latency of the ECoG responses to speech. However, we believe that it is unlikely to have influenced the specific low-level tuning of different cortical regions or their lag difference relative to each other because the observed tuning profiles are consistent with previous reports on auditory processing (Hullett et al., 2016).

One of the possible future directions of the present work could be to investigate the feedback connections during continuous speech comprehension. Specifically, it will be interesting to investigate how our results relate to the predictive coding account of speech perception (Arnal and Giraud, 2012; Hickok, 2012). To address this issue, we would investigate whether the neural responses contain an indication about the features of upcoming speech and take into account oscillatory patterns in lower frequency bands.

Conclusions

In the present study, we investigated neural tuning to low-level acoustic features of speech sounds while attending to a short movie. The present findings support the notion of low-level sound information propagating along the speech perception pathway. In particular, increasingly coarse temporal characteristics of speech are encoded along the pathway from sensory (STG) areas toward anterior associative cortex (IFG). Finally, we observed that the sound features reflecting markers of words and syllable transitions travel as far as the IFG, which is associated with language processing.
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